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We are thrilled to share with you the third issue of "Leak News," an exciting newsletter

brought to you by LeakTronics, your trusted partner in the world of swimming pool and

plumbing leak detection and repair solutions. Dive into a world of invaluable information

and stay ahead of the curve with our cutting-edge insights, new product features,

demonstration videos, industry updates, tradeshows schedule, customer highlights and

so much more.

We hope you had a great holiday season and wish you a Happy New Year! Here is a

coupon code to help you start the new year on the right track!

Use coupon code NEWLEAKS2024 at checkout to save 10% off all our plumbing

leak detection bundles, kits, add-ons, and training courses.

LeakTronics News

Contractor Highlight

Jordan Plumbing and Maintenance, LLC is a family owned and operated

plumbing company in Durham, NC with decades of experience in the plumbing

industry. Their skilled technicians and innovative solutions have made them the

leader in the Triangle area. Adding plumbing leak detection to their services

allows them to keep it all under one roof. They don't have to wait for third party

leak detection companies to find the leaks. They can find plumbing leaks using

any of our plumbers kits. Learn more about Jordan Plumbing and Maintenance,

LLC and their service specials by visiting their website.

THE PLUMBERS LEAKSTICK KIT 
OUR TOP SELLING PLUMBING LEAK DETECTION KIT!

Check out the video to learn more about how it works and how to use it.

A must-have for every plumber, this kit features powerful yet simple-to-use

technology that allows any plumber to locate slab leak detections and conduct

pipe repair services. The components included in this kit allow plumbers to

locate hidden pipes anywhere on a commercial or residential property.

It also allow contractors to listen for any leaks wherever they occur under slabs.

Just like our other full Plumbers Leak Detection Kit, the Plumbers LeakStick Kit

is a must-have for each of your business trucks when going to any job site.

Featured Blogs

Understanding and Preventing Slab

Leaks

Locate Buried Pipes with the PG-2:

Pulse Generator

Pool Rx: A Remarkable SEO Journey Get Listed. Get Linked. Get More Jobs.

Industry News

New Year, New Tools to Streamline

Your Business Processes by

Mechanical Hub Team

Trade Jobs officially launches to help

elevate employment in the home

service industry

Introducing the sleek AURA HYBRID

Heat Pump Water Heater by Plumbing

Perspective

Top Tips for Combustion Analysis in

Residential Heating by Plumbing

Perspective

For more information about our products or newsletter, please reach out to us today

at 818-436-2953 or info@leaktronics.com.
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